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Abstract

This study examines the relationship between economic development and environ-

mental degradation for a global panel of 120 countries over the period 1990- 2016.

We apply the Fixed Effect Model (FEM) to evaluate the environmental impact

of economic development.This study makes an attempt to bring about the econo-

metric weaknesses of the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) addressed by the

Stern (2004). Although, our results were not consistent with the Environmental

Kuznets Curve (EKC) theory that shows that economic development brings about

the decline in the environmental degradation when the level of economic growth

increases beyond some threshold point. The findings suggest that GDP growth

rate, Research and Development (R&D), Energy Use (EU) and Oil rents have sig-

nificant impacts on CO2 emissions. The findings also reveal that FDI inflows are

insignificant in explaining the levels of environmental quality.

Key words: Economic Development, CO2 Emissions, Environmental

degradation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Environmental degradation is already being observed through rising temperature

by CO2 emissions. Human activities such as fossils fuels usage, deforestation and

industries cause greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that ultimately lead to environ-

mental degradation (OECD, 2007). If an appropriate policy is not devised for

significant reduction of CO2 emissions below current levels within the next few

years, the quality of environment will further degrade. This will have a negative

effect on human health, ecosystems, and the economy. There is an increasing

debate which suggests that an early course of action is required to reduce CO2

emissions at a minimum possible cost so that the benefits exceed the costs. Ac-

cording to the study of OECD, CO2 emissions can be reduced to a large extent

comparatively at lowest costs, if the adequate procedures are put into practice.

This comprises effective use of market-based instruments internationally to intro-

duce a global price for CO2 emissions that will go along with better incorporation

of climate change plans in relevant policy areas such as energy, building, trans-

port, forestry or agriculture including other procedures that increase technological

innovation.

Over the past three decades, most developed countries and many developing

economies have exercised the relevant environmental degradation policies. The

OECD has made an input to the discussion through its systematic efforts on

the proposal and implementation of effective climate change policies, besides its

1
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effective evaluation of policy performance in different countries. The Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has suggested comparatively low cost

estimates for reduction of CO2 emissions through extensive utilization of economi-

cally effective market based approaches, for example, carbon expenses and outflows

exchanging, and comprehensive contribution in alleviation efforts throughout the

world (OECD, 2007). The probable costs of these actions may grow considerably,

but, if countries go for less efficient policies, such as prioritizing the habit of de-

liberate or controlling instruments or releasing high energy intensity from tax or

trade schemes.

If the proportion of CO2 emissions is to be decreased, the scale and combination of

fossil fuel use should be changed extensively to decrease the carbon concentration

of fuel production and use. One method is to impose a carbon tax on fossil fuels

according to amount of carbon containing the fuel. Pearce (1991) has studied the

latest literature on the likely effects of carbon taxes. Barker and Lewney (1991)

made further essential recent contributions to the macroeconomic modeling of

environmental policies, and Sondheimer (1991), especially on the macroeconomic

impacts of carbon taxes. Boero, Clarke and Winters (1991) gave a broad review

of the long term macroeconomic results of greenhouse gas reduction. However,

none of these researches consider the impacts of a carbon tax on prices of non-fuel

domestic consumptions, although about half of all CO2 emissions are related with

the production of products by industrial activity.

Several policy measures can assist develop a price on CO2 emissions: carbon or

energy taxes, the deduction of environmentally risky subsidies, tradable permit

schemes and the project-centered flexibility instruments of the Kyoto Protocol

to the United Nations Framework Convention on environmental quality (OECD,

2007). Although, all OECD countries have exercised one or other instruments

to some degree, but the main concern is to spread their use and connect them

in order to deliver a strong and stable price indication across all CO2 emitting

activities. Introducing an international carbon price not only decreases the total

costs of CO2 emissions, but also aids to equal the playing field between countries,

hence addressing issues about the likely impacts on effectiveness of environmental
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degradation policies. The OECD countries impose energy taxes to some degree,

whereas a few nations levy carbon taxes. Such approach of taxes to reduce CO2

emissions can be predominantly cost effective. However, OECD have time and

again decreased their effectiveness by delivering energy tax rebates or relief, gen-

erally for the most energy-intensive or polluting sectors where reduction costs are

mostly low.

Moreover, there are secondary advantages to the control of greenhouse gas. The

two major technological reactions are the exchange of low carbon fuels for high

carbon fuels and energy preservation in the sense of cutbacks in the ratio of carbon-

created energy to economic activity (Pearce, 1991). Both technological reactions

have the influence of decreasing traditional air pollutants i.e. sulfur oxides, ni-

trogen oxides and other moving particles. Therefore, the advantages of decreased

amounts of these contaminants can be totaled in as advantages to CO2 abate-

ment strategies. This arrangement of ambiguity, permanence, expected early low

control costs, probable very high impairment costs in the lack of activity, and pos-

sibly high mutual advantages from control recommend that the strategy attitude

on global warming should be relatively challenging.

International trade results in a geographical split-up of consumers and the pol-

lution produced in the manufacture of consumable things (Peters and Hertwich,

2007). This provides a base for consumers to transfer environmental pollution al-

lied with their consumption to remote areas. For national pollutants this may be

considered as a typical choice for consumers, however for international pollutants

such as greenhouse gases (GHG), consumers will endure the costs irrespective of

where production takes place. As a result, one would anticipate the best policy

for international pollutants to think through the consequences of international

trade. Many of the discussed matters of the Kyoto Protocol are displayed in

international trade costs, effectiveness, carbon emissions, and so on and proba-

bly illogically reorganizing international trade may support alleviation and boost

sustainable development.

Traditionally, international trade has played an important role in economic de-

velopment by providing a footing to efficiently allocate resources, generally labor
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and capital. But, without completely and regularly assessing externalities, pro-

duction may take place in areas with inferior environmental performance or with

low-standards environmental regulation. This split-up of consumption and pro-

duction has initiated many studies on the pollution personified in international

trade, first and foremost air pollutants. These studies have pointed out the level

and strategic significance of pollution personified in trade for specific countries or

small set of countries. In spite of this, there is a strong need for more extensive

research worldwide to facilitate contribution for climate policy study.

However, a little research has been conducted on how trade may affect climate pol-

icy, keeping in view the political pomposity related with trade and effectiveness

problems in climate policy. If a country has an enormous portion of its exports

in pollution-concentrated production, then there may be huge actual or appar-

ent economic cost allied with contributing in a worldwide climate administration.

If the climate administration has insufficient contribution, then there is a threat

that production will gradually more transfer to noncontributing countries. Ei-

ther industries may shut down and transfer to noncontributing countries, or more

challenging, extended production may takes place in noncontributing countries

as is evidently confirmed by the prompt growth of production in China. Addi-

tionally, with progressively more production worldwide, most low cost alleviation

preferences may be situated outdoor to the country of consumption. The Kyoto

Protocol makes an effort to highlight this subject with the help of Clean Develop-

ment Mechanism (CDM), however evidence proposes that the CDM has not been

competitive to accomplish its objectives.

In the later-Kyoto period, there have been many suggestions for climate policy

that address problems for instance, economic costs, equity, elasticity, and en-

vironmental competitiveness. Very limited suggestions have considered whether

international trade may be emphasizing some of the issues with the Kyoto Proto-

col. International trade has been argued as a mode to impose climate policy and

there is growing concern to apply trade-centered procedures such as border tax

revisions.
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It is the stage now to look firm at the engineering possibility of transformative

technologies that can modify the manner primary energy itself is generated (Hoffert

et al., 1998). It is within the choice of climate change and effect estimates that

maintenance of atmospheric CO2 at some level below the reference line is essential

to alleviate great opposing effects on international economies and environments. In

that situation, an immense integration of innovative energy-creating technologies

at the required scale could be desired to avoid risky anthropogenic intrusion with

the environmental quality. Studies of carbon emissions goals so far have to a certain

extent convincingly highlighted market economics theory. Some recommend that

market forces single-handedly, possibly accompanied by carbon taxes, are enough

to encourage satisfactory levels of innovation in emission-controlling technologies.

On the other hand, market inefficiencies may prevent timely improvement of such

technologies at the necessary scale.

1.1 Background of the Study

Recently, researchers have examined broadly the greenhouse effect, which suggests

that the increase of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) are

likely to create global warming and other important climate changes over the

subsequent period. For example, recent study conducted by Bolin, Doos, Jager

and Warrick (1986) regarding the environmental quality recommends that up to

2050, the emissions of air pollutants (greenhouse gases), mainly CO2 probably

results in foremost and potentially irreversible modifications in climate globally.

It appears that a significant rise in the amount of CO2 emissions is expected in the

coming period. However, perhaps certain potentials would be present for control

the expected rise by applying appropriate cost-effective and technical procedures

on international level (e.g. Svennigsson, 1985).

Moreover, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1990) and

the Second World Climate Conference (October 1990) report that besides the

scientific research which have created rising apprehension and calls for radical
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limit on the emissions of greenhouse gases. In addition to all aims and commit-

ments, global warming is irrevocable. The findings on costs supports conflicting

thoughts, from serious uncertainties over the economic capability of the industrial-

ized world to reduce emissions adequately to avoid probable disasters, to findings

that curbs in reality have tolerable rates of return even without totaling the utility

of abridged warming (Pearce, 1991). Though, most analysts look satisfied that the

early tranche of curbs that may be called for by a global agreement on greenhouse

gases could be protected economically. Future tranches would definitely be more

costly, mostly when the costs of assisting unindustrialized nation greenhouse gas

replacement are included in developed nations costs. Up till now, these appeals to

supports for dynamic procedures to decrease greenhouse warming have been made

without any thoughtful effort to consider the costs and benefits of climate change

or substitute regulator approaches (Nordhaus, 1991). In assessing climate-change

strategies, the projections for global warming and the relationship between human

deeds and the emissions of greenhouse gases form a major structural unit. As a

consequence of the accumulation of a number of greenhouse gases, it is anticipated

that substantial climate changes will take place over the subsequent period.

Hoffert et al. (1998) suggests that stabilizing CO2 emissions with persistent eco-

nomic growth will need innovative, cost effective and zero-carbon-emission tech-

nologies that can deliver extra power in the coming period and surely by 2050, even

with continuous development in the economic output of primary energy, particu-

larly in emerging countries. However, there is no such competent technology with

energy systems today that can generate the prerequisite quantities of zero-carbon

power. Some suggest that the solution of the problem may be the combined en-

ergy systems constructed on fossil fuels in which CO2 is confiscated in reservoirs

sequestered from the atmosphere. Even with likely severe environmental and cost

problems, these techniques would permit fossil fuel, progressively more coal, to

sustain its historic increase as the main energy source of the subsequent period.

Worldwide environmental issues are described by the environmental impact on

each country only reliant on the global combined emissions of some detrimental

material, and not characterized by just each country’s input to these aggregate
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emissions (Hoel, 1989). Environmental issues associated with the CO2 emissions

and the worldwide climate is very severe by their nature. In addition, their uni-

versal oddity makes them very hard to address. Each country’s own input to

global emissions is minor, so individually a country’s can do a little effort. There-

fore, coordinated set of efforts are required worldwide between countries in order to

address global environmental hazards, which is hard to exercise unless proper insti-

tutions are established that can create and implement global resolutions. Clearly,

environmental groups are frequently discouraged by the prisoners dilemma sort of

condition which describes worldwide environmental issues. They time and again

support that instead of the global attraction of the issue, a country must make

individual efforts to decrease its environmentally risky emissions. The argument

for such individual efforts is that they give an input in the correct path with their

minimum possible struggle, and also that by setting a role model of such kind

of attitude one might change the conduct of other nations, and / or increase the

likelihoods of accomplishing global contracts of coordinated abatement of risky

emissions.

Global communities are trying to reduce the adverse effects of global climate

change due to CO2 emissions. This effort is committed to the practical estab-

lishment of the global environmental policies following by all the key producers of

CO2 emissions. In 1990, CO2 emissions in US and Japan were 19.323 and 8.873

metric tons per capita respectively while in Pakistan, Turkey, South Africa, Mex-

ico and Colombia, the emerging countries of the respective continents, they were

0.637, 2701, 8.692, 3.671 and 1.673 metric tons per capita respectively. By 2007,

US and Japanese emissions change to 19.237 and 9.783 metric tons per capita

respectively. But, during the recent period these countries have experienced deep

physical changes that keep on effecting the development of local CO2 production,

with conceivably negative outcomes for international alleviation policies.
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1.2 Supporting Theories

1.2.1 Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC)

The environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) is an assumed relationship between sev-

eral elements of income per capita and environmental degradation. In the initial

phases of economic growth, pollution and degradation rise, but the movement op-

posites after reaching some optimal degree of GDP and hence economic growth at

high levels of income results in the improvement of environment. This suggests

that the relationship of income per capita and environment is a U-shaped curve.

Besides, the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) theory has got much impor-

tance in academic and strategic level during the most recent decade. Due to

long term consequences of the EKC that economic development is worthy for the

environment; taking the EKC at fundamental value is fairly striking. Since the

discussion have substantial significance for national and global strategies strategy

creators wherever has given careful consideration to the advantages and disadvan-

tages of the EKC theory.

1.2.2 Pollution Haven Hypothesis

There has been a great deal of discussion regarding the relationship of inward

FDI and the quality of the environment. The pollution haven hypothesisis the

most well-known hypothesis that supports the connection between inward FDI

and environmental quality. According to the pollution haven hypothesis, indus-

trialized countries shift pollution intensive industries to less industrialized nations

which have lax environmental controls, and thus it makes a significant contri-

bution of skilled environmental labors in addition to others standards. A lot of

studies in the literature consider the importance of environmental pollution and

FDI inflows. Although, the exact findings demonstrate that outcomes differ from

nation to nation. While a few studies are established in the support of the pollu-

tion haven hypothesis, others reflect no supporting confirmation. Thus, emerging
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nations move toward becoming more polluted regions and endure high degraded

environment.

1.2.3 Pollution Halo Hypothesis

The pollution halo hypothesis is the alternate hypothesis that signifies that global

companies shift their efficient, clean and advanced technologies to emerging na-

tions. Consequently, inward FDI may improve the quality of environment.

1.3 Problem statement

Many studies examined the effect of economic development on environmental

degradation in different countries. Here, we also made an effort to highlight this

issue by studying the relationship in the context of global panel of countries. How-

ever, besides the reform process, there is a confirmation of decreasing energy use; it

remains uncertain for a significant number of these nations what course economic

production will take after, or whether it is conceivable to transform into increasing

CO2 emissions in the coming days.

1.4 Research Objective

This study makes an attempt to explore the relationship between economic devel-

opment and environmental degradation.

1.5 Research Question

The fundamental strategy question for policy makers will be,

Should environmental degradation be a primary concern besides economic devel-

opment or should countries focus on economic development regardless of the care

for environment?
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1.6 Significance of the Study

Our study makes an attempt to examine the global environmental problem by

studying the relationship between economic development and environmental degra-

dation, though spreading the debate to the global panel of countries including the

developing countries such as Pakistan. Pakistan and other developing countries are

moving towards industrialization and the world is moving towards global warm-

ing. This study makes an attempt to investigate the impact of business proxies

on CO2 emission. It is very important we humans want to live on this planet and

we, Pakistanis want to live in this area of the planet.
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Literature Review

Over the last few decades, Nicolas Georgescu-Roegen (1971) claimed that the dy-

namic economic process eventually developed through the entropy law. But, the

principal view that should be kept in mind is that the concept of the entropy law

is dynamic and generally, the modifications in the concept of economic analysis

suggests modifications in the concept of the entropy law, but particularly in the

evolutionary economic analysis. According to the classical concept of the entropy

law and the economic process (Georgescu-Roegen), the classical concept of the

entropy law is related to the economic analysis when this type of study began its

journey. The view that the economic systems are dissipative structures has been

protracted through the addition of auto catalytic of self-organization. (Foster,

1997; Witt, 1997). Moreover, Foster and Witt said that in complex economic sys-

tems, self-organization is the basic process. As compared to the biological systems

that quantify less energy, economic systems, indeed, may be thought as knowl-

edge based structures that have the ability to amount more energy. Unlike the

traditional economic system that used fire, water and wind, the modern economic

systems use fossils fuels and nuclear power especially for the delivery of high qual-

ity electrical energy and is therefore has been seen on the move from traditional to

modern technology. Hence, the creation of new knowledge in the market results

in the growth of structural complexity in the economic systems.

On the other hand, when there is higher economic growth, there will be higher

production along with higher utilization activities that will fulfill human needs,

11
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leading to higher levels of pollution, wastage, and burden on environmental assets

(Georgescu & Roegen, 1971; Daly, 1977). As a result, economic growth beyond

the reasonable limit of the environment is excessive as well as harmful over the

longer period to human well-being. It is not remarkable for them to support

that unnecessary growth must be reduced in support or a low or adjusted state

economy to keep away from future environmental disaster. Most of the researches

have given consideration to economic and financial development along with the

environmental degradation. All these are considered important factors responsible

for the environmental performance.

In an economic climate, in the space of organizational environment, it could be

assumed that there is a driver that drives economic system through the acquisition

of knowledge due to the fact that the energy usage can be increased by the cre-

ation of new knowledge. The principal view is that the growth and development

of economic system results in the maximization of energy usage, develops more

complicated structures, advent of greater diversity, giving rise to more hierarchal

levels, and improvement of knowledge structures and their relative significance.

Economic systems are extremely developed ecosystem that has connected a new

element-knowledge that empowers them to outspread their structured complex-

ity, and harmoniously, their dissipative potential (Miller, 1999; Potts, 2003). The

school of modern evolutionary economists claims that as new knowledge produces,

it increases structural complexity that ultimately results in the evolution of eco-

nomic systems (Raine, Foster and potts, 2006). When creativity and productive

cooperation grows, it leads to knowledge which in turn results in economic self-

organization (Foster, 1997). Therefore, selection processes determine innovation

that has tried to improve energy usage. In evolutionary economics, however, this is

the modern concept determined by remarkable increase in knowledge and human

population in the last 200 years. This has been subject to the spread of market

economies that rely on internationally adopted set of institutions that develop the

means to create, produce, distribute and consume goods and services. So, the co-

evolution of knowledge and energy transforming structures results in the evolution
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of economic systems. In order to overcome energy transformation problems, socio-

economic systems explore and apply knowledge to procure innovative solutions.

Hence, the increase in the application of knowledge, energy can be transformed

that leads to economic self-organization. The development of perception and the

design of intellectual representations of reality are highly connected with the de-

velopment of socio-economic complexity which the people share with each other

(Foster, 2005). So, in the development of structural complexity, economic systems

are separated by the obvious role of knowledge.

According to Daly (1977), a steady-state economy is preferable to the growth

economy. However, such a theoretical alternative is of great importance until and

unless there is satisfaction with the normal growth economy. So, in the idea of

growth, there is a notion of maturity and abundance, beyond which that point

physical accumulation gives rise to physical maintenance, i.e. growth gives rise to

steady state. Evidently, it is not possible to get sufficient of a good thing. Growth

has some limit beyond which it will not give you fruits as it has its costs. But

what is the criterion that determines the optimal point and when will we reach

to its limit? This question can be answered by a hypothetical answer from any

good economist. When marginal benefits and marginal costs become equal, then

growth in GNP stops. However, there is no any such measure that tries to quan-

tify the costs of GNP. In order to protect ourselves from the adverse effects of

productions, we use the actual cost of rising GNP by using the defensive expendi-

ture measurements and add these costs to the GNP instead to subtract them and

consider actual costs as benefits. In fact, we should manage different accounts of

costs and benefits. It should be kept in mind that, at least in the short run, there

would be an optimal point for zero growth such an analysis is not convenient to

the philosophy of growth which rather contradicts the normal principles of fun-

damental economics. More accurately, it is in fact a fair strategy to acknowledge

the hypothetical presence of such matter in the future. The conceptual causes

for this are prominent and are linked with the difficulty of supply of productions

in an economy that represents the automatic technology and have the high con-

centrations of ownership of land and capital. High net investment results in high
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collective demand to balance the large savings from concentrated income in order

to have full employment with good wages. So, high net investments determine

rapid growth.

Contrary, the most prevalent logical reasoning is that we should have high growth

in order to be sufficiently rich to bring the level of costs to an affordable level

where we can reduce pollution and discover new resources. Economist Neil Jacoby

(1970) argues that an increasing GNP will allow a country more easily to afford

the costs of reducing pollution. If there is growth in the economy, the environment

will also be good if care is taken. It requires a great deal of encouragement and

devotion to clean up the environment and make it better place to live rather

than make an effort to minimize the resources accessible for productions. If the

limiting growth approach is ignored and everybody is allowed to do more, then

we will have sufficient resources and perform the environmental job (Wallich and

Henry, 1972). Everyone will admit that all our economic difficulties would be easily

solved, if we had enough resources and are in fact richer. Yet, again there should

be an intersection point of marginal benefits of physical growth and marginal costs

beyond which further growth is uneconomic due to the fact that we consider real

costs as benefits and rather add these costs to the benefits.

The main reason behind this ordinary point of decrease in marginal benefits is

that clever people prefer to fulfill their most demanding wants first, whether in

the form of an alternate uses of a single commodity or in the form of alternate

uses of income. While the increase in marginal costs indicates that clever people

knowingly, first damage the most manageable land and minerals, in a situation

where the increase of one activity has to be foregone, clever people will fore go the

least significant substitute activities first.

Economic physician induce environmental degradation disease who prescribe un-

limited production with an effort to cure the basic illness of unlimited wants (Daly,

1977). However, a disease cannot be cured properly by rather just increase in the

dosage for treatment. According to Wallich (1972), growth is an alternative for

balance of income, and the growth is connected with the hope that results in large

tolerable income. We are dependent on large imbalances in wealth and income that
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is why we are dependent on growth. We cannot feed the poor; if we feed them

then our future growth will be cut down. Despite of growth we are still poor. It

should be kept in mind that growth is a surplus amount being reinvested and only

the owners of that surplus amount take that benefit but not the poor. According

to Robinson (1972), growth never control even the subjective poverty, rather it in-

crease that absolute poverty. Growth is connected with the technical advancement

and technical advancement change the arrangement of labor force, giving more op-

portunities to educated staff and fewer to uneducated ones and qualifications are

reserved for already selected families who may not have technical expertise.

According to Daly (1977), technology is the rock base upon which a growth-men

live. It is likely that growth-men should start to provide technology with certain

thickness and strength as the base of growth must be strong the thing that in-

creases in quantity. Going some steps further, some economists discover that in

fact we can consider technology as a kind of antibody to pollution and depletion

germs. Eventually, we can say that as technology grows exponentially, so it can

be concluded that depletion and pollution also grow exponentially (Meadows et

al., 1972). It is correct that technology grows exponentially with the increase in

growth and we should protect ourselves before we may reach at a saturated point.

There is no other certain criterion on which this assumption is based. Obviously,

however, it is not relevant to rely on the assumption of exponential growth of tech-

nology, we should not entirely agree to the limits to growth (Commoner, 1971).

Growth economists Beckerman (1974) claims that it is essential that mis alloca-

tion of the resource at any period results in unnecessary investment in an attempt

to prove that the growth rate is not necessary. Once, man was totally reliant

on environment now he is possibly worried about it (Fisher and Peterson, 1976).

Apparently, due to technology, man has become gradually free of his environment.

However, indeed, technology has just replaced nonrenewable resources with the

renewable ones which are an increase in dependence rather than decrease in de-

pendence. A man cannot be independent of his environment without decreasing

pollution and depletion; instead he will increase his interdependency. Man and
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environment are wholly interdependent on each other and thus cannot be sepa-

rated from each other. This interdependence will not decrease in the present as

well as in the future, irrespective of technology. A non-growth situation can occur

in two means, i.e. the inability of a growth economy or as the achievement of a

steady-state economy (Daly, 1977). These two situations are considered as day

and night. Everyone knows that inability to grow results in unemployment and

distress.

There has been a great deal of discussion regarding the relationship of inward

FDI and the quality of the environment. Two contradictory hypotheses have been

introduced in past research: the pollution haven hypothesis and the halo effect

hypothesis. The pollution haven hypothesis is the most well-known hypothesis

that supports the connection between inward FDI and environmental quality. Ac-

cording to the pollution haven hypothesis, industrialized countries shift pollution

intensive industries to less industrialized nations which have lax environmental

controls, and thus it makes a significant contribution of skilled environmental

labors in addition to others standards. The pollution haven hypothesis proposes

that MNCs will group more into nations where environmental controls are flexi-

ble. This approach may damage the environment in the home nation if the issue is

not given important consideration. The pollution halo hypothesis is the alternate

hypothesis that signifies that global companies shift their efficient, clean and ad-

vanced technologies to emerging nations. Consequently, inward FDI may improve

the quality of environment. Thus, emerging nations move toward becoming more

polluted regions and endure high degraded environment.

Who should assume the essential liability for greenhouse gas emissions? Na-

tions that produces the goods and services or the consume nations? The emerg-

ing nations will normally endure environmental degradation when they release

CO2. These issues have prompted broad and warmed verbal debates everywhere

throughout the world. Presently, research regarding the relationship between eco-

nomic globalization and environment has concentrated on the assessment of pol-

lution haven hypothesis (PHH) which expects that free trade will lead to the for-

mation of PHH in emerging nations as pollution-demanding companies are shifted
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from industrialized nations that charge strict environmental by-laws to emerging

nations. Consequently, emerging nations make progress toward becoming more

polluted with globalization and FDI inflows. Pao and Tsai (2011) demonstrated a

connection among FDI, economic growth and CO2 emissions, and in a linear loga-

rithm quadratic shape, with a perspective of examining the legitimacy of the EKC,

and reasoned that there are solid dynamic interrelationships between production,

energy use, environmental pollutants and FDI, which need to be examined in the

same multivariate context.

The outcomes are both hypothetically and practically combined. Though, there

is a lot of indication recommending that remote MNCs have a tendency to move

the pollutants firms in emerging nations with less strict environmental controls

as opposed to the industrialized nations, where the environmental controls are

extremely firm. Subsequently, FDI can originate more emissions in the host nations

subject to the idea of and the intentions behind the MNCs. The impact of FDI

on GHG emissions specifically has additionally been a matter of discussion in the

literature. The past research e.g., Hoffmann et al. (2005) and Hassaballa (2013)

have given reasonable explanations to utilizing GHG (especially CO2) emissions as

an intermediary for pollution in broad context. According to their analysis, CO2

is a critical basis for global warming, and the variable is exceptionally associated

with such familiar pollutants as nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide.

This subject has got significantly less consideration from academic researchers re-

lated to the comprehensive literature examining the association between economic

growth and CO2 emissions and between economic growth and FDI. The recent

researches conducted by, for example, those by Smarzynska and Wei (2001), Xing

and Kolstad (2002), Eskeland and Harrison (2003), He (2006), and Zhan (2011)

report a positive association that keeps running from FDI to pollution emissions

in the host nations. It is, nonetheless, important that the majority of the current

researches have given considerations to the fundamental impacts from FDI inflows

to CO2 emissions. Just limited empirical researches have concentrated on the

two-path relationship between FDI and CO2 emissions (Pao and Tsai, 2010). The

literature demonstrates that economic growth needs more FDI inflows, in any case,
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these FDI inflows may, thus, raise the CO2 emissions and result in environmental

degradation. The connections between these factors are very hard to demonstrate,

as well as they can also work together and be assessed at the same time.

Olofsdotter (1998) examined 50 industrialized and emerging nations found that

growth in FDI positively affects the growth rate just for the nations with a larger

amount of established ability. Additionally, Alfaro et al. (2004), demonstrate that

FDI positively put an impact on economic growth in more developed economies.

Such findings demonstrate that the growth is depended upon the economic and

technical situations across home nation. Specifically, it gives the idea that in-

dustrialized nations need to achieve a specific level of improvement, in terms of

education as well as infrastructure, before they come across potential advantages

related with FDI (Hansen and Rand, 2006).

Moreover, there is a large group of studies connecting environmental pollution

and foreign direct investment (FDI) across various emerging nations in addition

to developed nations (Eskeland and Harrison 1997; Wheeler, 2000; Letchumanan

and Kodama, 2000; Beladi et al., 1999; Talukdar and Meisner, 2001; Smarzynska

and Wei, 2001). Literature suggests many different economic methods of reason-

ing that support the association between the inward FDI and the environmental

quality. According to Jensen (1996), lax environmental control in a home nation

attracts a significant portion of FDI and hence organizations willing to implement

expensive regulatory system in host nations. Furthermore, the pollution halo hy-

pothesis exercises widespread environmental regulations which attracts FDI and

hence promotes efficient and cleaner technology in home nations (Birdsall and

Wheeler, 1993; Zarsky, 1999). Lastly, a scale effect would emerge to the degree

that multinational FDI tasks would substantially add to a host country’s industrial

yield and thus pollution level as a whole (Zarsky, 1999).

The portion of aggregate foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows to less indus-

trialized nations as a portion of aggregate world FDI has grown from 25% in

the 1990s to 31% in the 2000s. These inflows have been supported and invited

by fewer developing countries as a result of the critical part they play in house-

hold economies as a basis of growth and employment creation (Borensztein et
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al., 1999). Although, there is a strong need that less developing countries could

efficiently destabilize each other’s environmental controls to draw in FDI (Elliot

and Shimamoto, 2008). This competition in fewer developing countries may bring

about these nations getting to be ”pollution havens”, where multinational com-

panies (MNCs) find tasks to save costs on environment (Grossman and Krueger,

1991; Mani and Wheeler, 1998). In this situation, the MNCs having more to

acquire from migrating are located in the most pollution escalated or pollutant in-

dustries. Thus, as less developing countries keep on attracting considerable shares

of FDI flows, it is essential to make an evaluation of the movement of FDI to less

developing countries and determine whether it leads to higher levels of pollution.

FDI inflows create scale effects as well as composition effects when studied under

the short run. It is harder to investigate the relationship between inward FDI and

pollution due to the scale effect, composition effect and technique effect (Grossman

& Krueger, 1995). The scale effect is the process when the pollution emissions and

resource depletion starts decreasing and FDI inflows lead to increase in economic

growth. Inflows of FDI may grow economic situations in home nations. Emissions

of pollution should rise when such economic situation persists. The technique ef-

fect may assist decrease pollution and thereby improve the quality of environment.

International companies may shift technology that is advanced and safe. Techno-

logical exchange adds to enhanced energy proficiency and emissions cut down. The

environmental outcomes of composition effect may be good as well as adverse (Jalil

& Mahmud, 2009). Lax environmental control in home nations draws in arrival of

pollutant capital which results in the growth of polluting sectors. Conversely, the

composition effect refers to the modification in polluted products in income per

capita. Such effect may happen due to change in a price supporting their produc-

tion. Income growth may change the demand of comparatively cleaner products

may have a positive impact in long run on the environment (Dean, 1999). This

leads to the drop of the portion of pollution-intensive products in production, de-

creasing the pollution emissions. This impact would reduce overall pollution when

the scale of the economy is constant and there is no alteration in the emissions
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concentration in every industry. The opposing scale effect, at low income and pro-

duction levels, is by all accounts more conspicuous leading to entire environmental

degradation because of inward FDI as showed by the increasing movement of the

Environmental Kuznets Curve.

In spite of extensive research, the relationship between FDI and CO2 emissions is

unidentified. The relationship has many hypothetical conflicts as well as empirical

evidences are indecisive. Many researches analyze several nations, but the nations

alter the outcomes. One assumption is that FDI impacts carbon emissions. Ac-

cording to Smarzynska and Wei (2001), inward FDI increase CO2 emissions across

home nations. Hence, the pollution haven hypothesis supports such analysis. Pao

and Tsai (2011) found that FDI has damaged the environment and that the PHH

is acknowledged for these nations after doing analysis on the BRICS nations (i.e.,

Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa). Using a board co-integration basis

for the active associations between CO2 emissions and FDI, Pao and Tsai (2011)

found that FDI positively affects CO2 emissions. Al-mulali (2012) employed panel

data to shape a model to set up the connection between economic growth, energy

use, FDI net inflow, add up to volume of exchange, and carbon emissions in 12

nations of the Middle East, and the conclusion shows that the inflows of FDI into

the Middle East increase the region’s carbon emissions. Shao et al. (2011) de-

veloped an ICE-STIRPAT model to examine the impacts of Shanghai’s economic

development, investment scale, strength of R&D, energy competence, and energy

use structure on carbon emissions after carrying out a robust analysis on the model

by developing data on FDI, and found that the increase of FDI adds to China’s

carbon emissions. The views of Borhan, Hitam and Lee (2013) recommend that

FDI lead to increase in pollution and more FDI inflow is associated with high

level of CO2 emissions. The study conducted by Acharyya (2009) suggests that

FDI positively affect CO2, which supports the pollution haven hypothesis. An-

other deduction is that there exists a negative link between inward FDI and CO2

emissions. For example, List and Co (2000) observed that FDI is significantly

and positively associated with energy productivity and negatively associated with
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CO2 emissions. This argument is supported by Tamazian et al, (2009) who ad-

vocated that financial development and FDI inflow aid decrease CO2 emissions

across BRICS nations. Nonetheless, in a research by Sbia et al. (2014), after do-

ing analysis with time series data discovered that FDI inflows into the UAE would

results in lower levels of energy use as well as CO2 emissions. Similarly, Merican et

al. (2007) identified the same outcomes. Zhou et al. (2012) show negative relation-

ship between FDI and CO2 emissions, which bolster the Porter theory: Moreover,

Lee and Brahmasrene (2013) identified negative relationship between inward FDI

and CO2 emissions across Europe. According to the observations of Al-mulali and

Tang (2013), FDI inflow reduces carbon emissions in gulf nations, thereby going

against the pollution haven hypothesis. After analyzing comparative outcomes in

20 emerging nations, Mielnik and Goldemberg (2002) proposes that there is in-

significant relationship between inward FDI and CO2 emissions. This argument is

supported by Perkins and Neumayer (2009), who observed that inward FDI puts

insignificant impact on CO2 productivity. Also, Hoffmann et al. (2005) found no

active connection between inward FDI and CO2 emissions in developed nations.

Similarly, Atici (2012) inferred that there is no significant association between FDI

inflow and CO2 emissions. Using the panel data of 19 countries, Lee (2013) con-

cludes that FDI is insignificantly related to CO2 emissions. The consequences of

Al-mulali and Tang (2013’s) research show that energy use and GDP growth are

the origin of pollution in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) nations and not the

FDI inflows. After conducting an analysis on data in 20 emerging nations within

a short time period from 1987 to 1988, Goldemberg and Mielnik (2002) found that

the decline of energy quantities is steady with the expansion of FDI. Zhang (2011)

used a co-integration test and Granger causality on CO2 emissions, per capita

GDP and FDI and make a finding that FDI has a little effect on the environment

of China. FDI can lessen CO2 emissions by initiating modern and efficient tech-

nology. These differences in the thought regarding the association between inflows

of FDI and environment are due to different phases of economic growth as well as

different environmental controls. The current literature is restricted to a nation

or to a region-specific research and neglects to reveal insight into the structure
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dissimilarities of businesses into which FDI inflows. Thus, strategists face greater

challenges in defining focused FDI strategies.

One of the essential issues that exist in present work is that, up till now, no particu-

lar causality investigation of the common connection between these two factors has

been directed. The cause is that adequately lengthy time-frame arrangement es-

sential for applying Granger causality tests are not presently accessible. Although,

late hypothetical improvements in strategies of Granger causality resulted in tests

utilizing generally brief period arrangement conceivable using panel data (Larrain

et al., 1997; Hurlin and Venet, 2001). The present investigation is planned to make

application of this new method to conduct a devoted test for both the presence

and course of any cause and effect between FDI and pollution.

In the view of some researchers, apart from being risky FDI make significant con-

tributions to environmental safety. With the help of FDI, countries can reduce air

pollution by transferring efficient technology for production (Stretesky & Lynch,

2009). In contrast, most of other researchers claim that FDI increase air pol-

lution. In their view, FDI encourages economic growth by increasing efficiency,

which ultimately results in higher energy use. Higher energy utilization increase

CO2 emissions which eventually cause environmental pollution. Moreover, devel-

oped countries may reduce their production costs by choosing to invest in under

developed countries having lax environmental regulations, which also cause an in-

crease in the degree of energy use in the nation (Jensen 1996; Acharyya 2009; Lau

et al., 2014). Since lax environmental controls allow companies rise the level of

carbon emissions, yet it draw in FDI and its extent of inflow. The pollution haven

hypothesis supports this association.

There is more comprehensive study in the literature regarding the relationship

of carbon emissions, which is the major contributor of greenhouse gas associated

with global warming. As claimed by Meadows et al. (1972, 1992), although in

the long-rum, it is being a risk to the environment, however, economic growth

is by all accounts fundamental to save or enhance the environmental quality, in

any event in the short-run. In the context of economic growth and environment,
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many researches in the economic literature explore the connection between car-

bon emissions and GDP. Indeed, knowing the nature of the relationship between

CO2 emissions and economic development prompted noteworthy consequences re-

garding strategists as numerous industrialized nations do not agree decrease their

degree of emissions in light of the fact that carrying out such action would steady

their economic growth.

The recent research regarding the greenhouse effect belongs to William Cline

(1992) due to his significant contribution to the discussion of the public policy.

Cline claims realistically that unlike conventional models that used a short term

view, the phenomenon of greenhouse effect, however, needs a broader perspective

as it results in the increase of more warming as well as more loss. It can be de-

duced that in this fashion, economically it is possible that the analysis of costs and

benefits permit a global resolution for pollution reduction. But, the economic pos-

sibility does not convert into political possibility although the economic analyses

put forward by Cline are complete. The economics of global warming is no doubt

an addition to the current discussion; however this phenomenon also determines

the basic requirement for a disciplinary attitude across the globe in an effort to

combine global as well as national policymakers in a clear and a systematic way.

Most of the empirical analysis of the greenhouse effect has paid much attention to

the benchmark doubling which is the imaginary percentage of environmental CO2

emissions. The double concentration of industrial carbon dioxide that emits into

the atmosphere is called Benchmark doubling and causes a temperature increase

of almost 2.5 degree Celsius. If it increases in such a fashion, benchmark doubling

is probably to happen after 10 to 20 years. Due to comparatively higher cost

of controlling such an increase, majority of the empirical research suggests no

effective action in decreasing environmental pollution.

According to Cline (1992), the application of benchmark doubling was unable to

address long-term costs, biasing costs and benefits results in indecision regarding

decrease in CO2 emissions thereby making reduction very expensive as compared

to the possible gains. Although, there is comparatively a novelty in the view of

Cline, it is hardly applicable. In fact, if the global warming is a reality, then most of
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the conventional environmentalists stick to a conclusion, cost and benefit analyses

related to pollution reduction is ambiguous and must be revised. At present, it is

completely a different question as to how many such future benefits the people will

value. The interesting section of Cline’s research is the review of discounting even

though it is normally a non-exciting debate for most people. Cline argues that

public investment project studies normally use a discount rate of 5 to 10 percent

which are simply not suitable to study the greenhouse effect due to the fact that

they result in more disastrous economic losses in future seem minor in current

time, hence skewing strategy on the way to indecision. His debate evaluates the

works of many economists. According to the conclusion of the economics of global

warming, untiring reduction effort is acceptable economically. Such consequence

has apparent strategy suggestions. A great deal of global collaboration should be

required in order to reduce greenhouse gases.

Policy suggestions of Cline are not achievable due to free-rider problem. The to-

tal percentage of CO2 emissions by the world’s top economies such as the US,

Russia, and China are 40 percent, and possess above 60 percent coal reserves of

the world. Such countries signify the leading economies as well as markets of the

world, if they want to stay in polluting the world; it would not be feasible for trade

agreements by developing nations to be effective against these developed nations.

Although Cline does a remarkable work of addressing some significant problems,

especially agriculture, he remains other underdeveloped. Global warming dam-

ages the economy for last 300 years so perhaps attention should be paid to study

costs and benefits as well as discount rate. Though, Cline highlights such issue

however, he is not able to extend it adequately due to the fact that politician are

dedicated to short term priorities and do not pay attention to the Cline’s long-term

recommendations.

The prevalent statement is that, in developing countries, free trade will raise en-

vironmental degradation (Birdsall and Wheeler, 1993). In developing countries,

there are three main causes to assume increased pollution strength. Firstly, envi-

ronmental facilities are ordinary goods; demand for clean water and air are higher
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due to higher income in the developed countries. In the same way, at higher dis-

count rates and lower income levels, health and other costs of pollution may be

less valued than income additions and employments. Secondly, in developing coun-

tries, the comparative costs of reviewing and implementing pollution principles are

higher, with a lack of qualified staffs, problems in getting advanced equipment,

and the high marginal costs of committing any new administrative action when

the main strategy focus is to reduce fiscal problems. Thirdly, in developing coun-

tries, growth is associated with a conversion from agriculture to industry with

fast urban growth and heavy investment in urban infrastructure; this more seem-

ingly determines increase in the levels of pollution for each unit of production.

On the other hand, in developed countries, growth is linked with a conversion

from industry to services, and so results in low levels of pollution for each unit of

production. These variations in structure are consistent with variations in com-

parative advantage and would be protected by free trade. Therefore, increasing

pollution strength in developing countries may simply determine variances across

countries in terms of comparative advantage costs of various combinations of pol-

lution activities. Many economists contribute to this interpretation, claiming that

although free trade and increased openness raise environmental difficulties in de-

veloping countries, even then it should not be resisted. However, there are two

problems with this approach. First, if the social costs associated with pollution

are not properly revealed in current environmental standards in developing coun-

tries, then free trade results in the increase of those social costs, probably even

concealing the conventional economic additions of openness. While the secondary

measurements to report the pollution problem could be deliberated, the inabil-

ity to apply such measurements admits that they could not be easily designed

or implemented. Moreover, entire world pollution may increase. Eventually, this

would levy further costs on developed countries if some activities of pollution have

adverse effects on environment. Second, the proposition that free trade and more

open economies will result in more degraded environment, may not be correct.

From a strategic point of view, off course, this would mean that main assumption

is being ignored in favor of more openness and that probability of happiness for
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environmentalists and economists is being minimized.

Alternatively, in developing countries, labor is comparatively more abundant; there

is also a proof that pollution-intensive industries are normally capital-intensive sec-

tors. Frequently, as compared to the manufacturing country, exports often meet

higher product standards. For some industries, an export-focus economy will have

the cleaner methods. Hence, cleaner products require cleaner techniques. Wher-

ever, any foreign investors invest, they may simply levy a common international

emission standard. Investment in the latest technology will be increased as a

result of openness and resulting competitive pressure due to the fact that the

cleaner technologies will be imported from other countries with higher pollution

standards. Such technology will make the overall productivity more efficient. The

use of modern and most efficient technology represents cleaner techniques; this will

lead to the reduction of overall emissions. If for new investments, the costs are

low in order to be clean, then increase in overall growth rate seems to encourage

cleaner techniques.

Everlasting and recyclable natural assets serve as inputs into the manufacture of

many goods and services (Grossman & Krueger, 1995). If the structure of output

and the methods of manufacturing were irreversible, then loss to the environment

would be intimately connected to the scale of worldwide economic activity. How-

ever, considerable evidence advocates that development results to a structural

transformation in what an economy operates (Syrquin, 1989). And communities

have revealed significant skill in connecting new technologies to preserve limited

resources. In general, the determinants resulting to change in the arrangement

and methods of production may be adequately strong to more than balance the

negative impacts of greater economic movement on the environment. The study

on the probable environmental effects of a North American Free Trade Agree-

ment Grossman and Krueger (1993) examine the practical relationship between

national income and indicators of environmental quality. Selten and Song (1992)

and Holtz-Eakin and Selden (1992) also used the same techniques to compare the

indicators of income per capita and the expected rates of many air pollutants

emissions. The World Bank Development Report (1992) also discusses evidence
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on the relationship between national income per capita levels and several measures

of environmental quality. These researches try an attempt to identify that income

and environmental degradation are in the shape of U-curve relationship; with at

low levels of income pollution is rising and declining with high income levels.

The central problem of the research that is under consideration is the relation-

ship between economic growth and quality of environment. For a very long time,

there has been a great debate regarding the relationship of economic growth and

environmental quality. At one side there has been a concept that higher economic

growth expectably results in environmental degradation and eventually to likely

economic and environmental breakdown. On the other side is the concept that as

a result of economic growth, those environmental issues of great significance will

be resolved more or less automatically. Due to the absence of significant empirical

evidence on how environmental quality varies at different levels of income, the

prolonged existence and craving of this debate has captured much more attention.

The lack of data has inhibited gathering of such evidence for a large numbers of

countries.

In the context of economic growth and environmental degradation, Stern (2004)

discusses the important historical aspects of the EKC. According to his analysis,

econometric does not support the assumptions of EKC put forward by classical

economists and thereby does not form strong foundations for the arguments of

EKC. He highlighted the key flaws related to the econometric valuations such as

omitted variables bias, heteroskedasticity, and other significant problems associ-

ated with co-integration analysis.

The environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) is an assumed relationship between sev-

eral elements of income per capita and environmental degradation. In the initial

phases of economic growth, pollution and degradation rise, but the movement

opposites after reaching some optimal level of income per capita, and hence eco-

nomic growth at high income proportions results in the improvement of environ-

ment. This suggests that there exists a U-shaped relationship between income per

capita and environment. In the view of recent evidence, there exists a U-shaped
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or Kuznets relationship of at least some types of pollution and economic develop-

ment (Selden and Song, 1993). At first, industrialization and advanced agricultural

techniques may result in the rise of pollution, at least for some pollutants; other

factors may result in an ultimate reverse movement. The development path for

pollution is probably to determine both market forces and alterations in govern-

ment bylaw. As a consequence, it is judicious to believe that economies would

follow through phases of development in which at least some facets of environ-

mental quality first worsen and then develop. The EKC is named after Kuznets

(1955) who proposed that as economic development continues income disparity

first increases and then decreases. Grossman and Krueger (1991) were the first

who introduced the concept of the EKC in the early 1990s, and came with the

study of the potential impacts of NAFTA and the popularization concept through

the 1992 World Bank Development Report (IBRD, 1992). If the EKC assumption

were correct, economic growth would be the key determinant for the improvement

of the environment, than being a risk to the environment instead, as the envi-

ronmental movement and related economists claimed in the past (i.e., Meadows,

Meadows, Randers, & Behrens, 1972). This revolution in concept was already

started in the evolving thinking of sustainable economic development spread by

the World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) in Our Common

Future.

The EKC is basically a practical process, however econometrically most literature

of the EKC is not strong. Specially, little or no consideration has been given

to the statistical characteristics of the data used. There is no existence of the

EKC after diagnostic statistics and specification tests were taken into account and

proper methods were used (Perman & Stern, 2003). Instead, we capture a more

convincing view of the impacts of economic growth and technological alterations

on environmental quality. It is likely that as income increases, emissions of most

pollutants and flows of waste are also increasing monotonically with income and

income elasticity is not a simple function of just income although it is less than one.

At all income levels, income-indicators, time-related effects decrease impacts of
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environment in countries. Developing countries are too poor to be green (Martinez-

Alier, 1995), the new (post-Brundtland) conventional sense is, itself, lacking sense.

On the other hand, the scale effect overcomes the time effect by increasing pollution

and other degradation. In developing countries, pollution reduction struggles can

control the scale effect due to slower growth. The obvious EKC effect starts from

this starting point. Contemporary evidence supports the econometric results that,

indeed, developing countries are addressing and remedying pollution problems

(e.g., Dasgupra, Laplante, Wang, & Wheeler, 2002). Development with delegation

of economic activity is also essential for concentrations of pollutants (Stern et

al., 1996). Deforestation also results in environmental degradation. Advanced

technology is needed for more and efficient replanting, selective cutting, etc. which

may minimize deforestation with an attempt to reduce stock pollutants.

Carbon emissions were applied as a measure of the quality of environment for

many reasons. Now, carbon emissions are supposed a major contributor of air

pollution and the main cause for the problem of global warming, once believed to

be a useful by-product of combustion (IPCC, 1996). Controlling and reviewing

carbon emissions from several activities have considered a major problem in the

current cooperation for aglobal agreement on global warming (Cline, 1992; IPCC,

1996; Revkin, 2000; UN, 1992). In addition, while doing collective analysis at

a country level, the latitude of its three-dimensional effect makes CO2 pollution

more appropriate. Similarly, the most other existing researches in the EKC history,

we also consider that our model show incorporates a lot of related indicators for

cross country CO2 variation. Moreover, as compare to the future, the strategy

suggestions pointed out in this study seems to be costly-effective when economic

and financial improvements are more innovative in countries under discussion.

There are certain reasons to discuss the connection between economic growth and

environmental quality. However, the utmost noticeable cause is the financial liber-

alization as well as growth which may draw in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and

awesome arrangement of Research and Development (R&D) investments which ul-

timately results in the improvement of economic growth (Frankel and Romer, 1999,

XIA, 1999) and therefore influences the environmental performance. The second
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cause is that financial development allows emerging nations to work with an in-

tention and the prospect to employ modern technology, assist them with more

secure and friendly environmental production, and subsequently enhance world-

wide environment as a whole and improve regional development maintainability

(Birdsall and Wheeler, 1993; Frankel and Rose, 2002). According to Jensen (1996)

and World Bank (2000), the other important cause is that financial development

enhances economic growth in addition to the fact that it brings about higher levels

of polluted industries as well as more degraded environment.

Economic development may assume a huge part in the presentation of the environ-

ment. Kumbaroglu, Karali and Arikan (2008) claimed that reduction of emissions

considerably upset economic and financial related frameworks while encourage to

innovative modifications in the energy supply mix. They identify that as a result

of real changes in the technical structure of the energy framework, economic costs

are incurred. They pointed out that the outcomes suggest new technical invest-

ments; money related help and focused procedures that are expected to sustain

the development of the energy sector.

Energy use and economic development are the two key variables that are related

with environmental degradation that a nation considers at the cost of the en-

vironment. However, this has led to the findings of the factors environmental

degradation; most of the research restricts their examination by just relating the

economic growth and energy use to environmental quality, mainly CO2 emissions.

Economic growth and energy consumption single-handedly may not describe CO2

emissions. Though, it is also usual that in order to relate energy consumption to

CO2 emissions, majority of the past research addresses the kind of energy use and

examine its association with CO2 emissions. Moreover, Lean and Smith (2010)

made a strong suggestion that coming studies have to investigate a wide range of

energy usage and CO2 emissions. Particularly, automobiles and carriage segment

makes a significant contribution to the increasing level of emissions.

There is no motive to consider that the process is automatic, especially for those
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qualities of environment dimensions where growth is likely connected with the bet-

terment of social welfare. In general, as countries develop, the quality of environ-

ment may also improve automatically as a result; if they replace cleaner and safer

technologies with the dirtier ones, or if there is a very prominent consequence on

pollution of the typical trends of structural transformation. The developed coun-

tries will have the capacity to have comparatively cleaner atmosphere and com-

paratively cleaner water facility. In addition to, they will also have comparatively

more inflexible environmental standards and harsher execution of their environ-

mental laws as compared to the developing and poorer countries, which have many

environmental issues that are still remain unaddressed. Also, it is promising that

opposite movement and inverted U-shaped trend might happen due to the fact

that, as countries develop, they stop to manufacture many pollution-concentrated

goods, and start to import these goods from other countries as an alternative with

less inflexible environmental protection laws. If this is the whole story for the

ultimate opposite relationship between a pollution and income of a country, then

future development may not repeat those trends of the past. It will not always be

necessary for the developing countries to search for poorer countries assist them

in the manufacture of pollution-concentrated products. Although, some environ-

mental problems arise due to the global trend of international trade, but the size

of such trade is possibly too small to be responsible for the decreased pollution

that has been identified in many relevant studies of economic growth. Lastly, it

should be kept in mind that the relationships observed in the past may not be

predictable in the future. These trends demonstrate the economic, political, and

technological conditions that were present at the time. The poor countries have a

sole opportunity to avoid some of the mistakes of previous growth experiences and

thereby learn from this critical history. We might expect to see the poor coun-

tries divert their consideration to protection of the environment at initial phases

of development as compared to the past, due to the improved knowledge of envi-

ronmental threats and the development in present years of modern technologies

that are safer than ever before.

On the other hand, there is an increasing distress regarding the negative outcomes
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of economic growth on the environment (Blondell, 1996; Grove, 1992). Such dis-

tress leads to great deal of investigation regarding the concept of environmental vi-

able economic growth finding the exchange between economic development and the

environmental pollution (Anderson, 1992; World Bank, 1992). It is not the mat-

ter of surprise that there is a traditional exchange between the economic growth

and the quality of environment. Indeed, it is possible to reduce to an extraor-

dinary arrangement or even inverse the tradeoff through appropriate procedure

involvements (Angle and Heidebrink, 1995; Grossman and Krueger, 1995; Selden

and Song, 1994; Shafik, 1994). This issue is prevalently essential for emerging

countries which under stress to attain speedier economic expansion confront the

danger of accepting economic procedures that exhibit contradicting views against

the goal of extended periodenvironmental maintainability (Serageldin and Steer,

1994).

Empirically, the research look for the influence of economic development on the na-

ture of the environment seems to be determined by features of different pollutants

(Grossman and Krueger, 1991; Shafik and Bandyopadhyay, 1992; Hettige, Lucas

and Wheeler, 1992; Birdsall and Wheeler, 1992; Diwan and Shafik, 1992). That

is, some air pollutions, which have comparatively important wellbeing and envi-

ronmental quality impacts, make a U-shaped association with economic growth,

for example, floating particles in air, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen

oxides. Selden and Song (1994) have observed diverse air pollutions and identify

the same outcomes associated with EKC. In any case, the intonation points were

significantly dissimilar crosswise over examinations. In this context, Holtz-Eakin

and Selden (1995) have observed that CO2 emissions did not take after the simi-

lar EKC trend. Rather, Shafik and Bandyopadhyay (1992) confirm that the CO2

emissions have been seen to rise monotonically with per capita GDP.

Moreover,it is difficult to establish a relationship between income and the relevant

costs and benefits related with the different levels of environmental quality as it

functions through a number of various networks, i.e. economic arrangement, tech-

nology, and preferences (Shafik, 1994). Changes in income change the composition

of output, which in turns determines the categories of environmental degradation.
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The increase in the levels of income is frequently connected with the growth of

various pollutants such as the expansion of large industry however, economies with

large service sector may produce less pollution. There is a concept that increasing

incomes suggest that the cost of environmental degradation is higher due to the

fact that salaries used to value the opportunity cost of sickness or work days lost

are higher. This would suggest a rise in marginal benefits as incomes increases.

However, the poor are frequently the most unprotected and susceptible to the

health and production damages connected with a degraded environment. Certain

environmental issues may cause a major threat to even the survival. Here, the

level of income per capita only disturbs the ability, not the readiness, to pay and

the readiness to pay to prevent loss is close to perpetuity. When others envi-

ronmental problems are addressed, most of the expenses are external (i.e. global

climate change or transnational pollution) and the personal profits of avoiding

loss are minimum. It is also essential to think through the fundamental values of

some natural resources. There is a common view that as income increases, the

comparative desire of vigilance about facilities such as biodiversity and sceneries.

However, many people place a very high value on conservation due to very low

incomes, such as tribal peoples (Davis, 1992). So, it is not essentially a problem of

different preferences between the rich and the poor, but somewhat one of different

budget restrictions.

At a hypothetical level, it is not conceivable to forecast how environmental quality

will go forward with changes in per capita incomes, mostly where public products

are involved. The question is more manageable practically where we detect some

clear trends. According to the evidence, as there is no predictable trend of environ-

mental transformation with respect to economic growth at a collective level, the

relationships between specific environmental indicators and incomes per capita are

obvious. Although environmental quality directly shakes human wellbeing, higher

incomes have a tendency to be allied with less degradation. However, the situation

where the costs of environmental loss can be externalized, economic growth likely

leads in a steady decline or environmental quality.
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It is commonly acknowledged that an absence of proper monitoring and imple-

mentation has reduced the effectiveness in regulating pollution emissions, how-

ever, environmental procedures have been implemented now for almost 3 decades

(Dasgupta, Laplante and Mamingi, 2001). It is normally observed that resources

dedicated to the monitoring of environmental guidelines have been considered as

scarce. Furthermore, it is accepted that fines and penalties cannot be used as

effective constraints, when submission to the standards is identified to be missing.

Due to weak application of environmental procedures, it is in fact usually under-

stood that companies in the emerging economies are not encouraged to take part

to control pollution. According to this argument, the environmental regulator is

the only legal body that can punish firms missing pollution control struggle. Con-

temporary study designates that local authorities may employ substantial leverage

to force companies to improve their environmental performance. The logical rea-

soning also overlooks that the declaration of worse environmental events (such as

spills, violation of permits, objections, and court activities) may generate nega-

tive signals to the capital markets while the declaration of superior environmental

performance may generate positive signals to the capital markets. The estimated

costs connected with poor environmental performance may be considerably under-

valued, when using accounting merely for controllers’ fines and punishments and

disregarding the costs that may be executed by societies and markets. Therefore,

in developing countries, formal institutions are unable to deliver encouragements

for pollution control struggle through the conventional network of fines and pun-

ishments may not be as severe an impairment to pollution control as is normally

claimed. If societies and capital markets are appropriately given knowledge, they

may deliver the proper reputational and financial encouragements. The research

has usually revealed that the announcement of worse environmental news results

in the suffering of firms facing from the decline in market value. The effect of

company-specific environmental news on market value may operate through vari-

ous sources: a high degree of pollution strength may give a sign to the investors

regarding the inefficient production process of a firm; it may ask severer inspec-

tion by environmental authorities; or it may cause the loss of goodwill, like, and
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reputation. In contrast, the declaration of a good environmental presentation or

of the investment in the advanced and safer technologies may have the different

result: minor inspection by controllers and societies and greater entrance to global

markets in addition to other things.

There are main benefits of a carbon tax over the common substitute of controlling

emissions through traditional knowledge and regulator procedures. Although most

taxes misrepresent inducements, an environmental tax adjusts a misrepresentation,

specifically the externalities arising from the unnecessary practice of environmental

amenities. A carbon tax would be imposed on the basis of the quantities of carbon

containing the fossil fuels. Keeping in view the extensive use of these fuels, any tax

would certainly be revenue rising, although the tax performs well if it is controlled

through the development of low or zero-carbon technologies. Administrations may

then approve an economically unbiased approach on the carbon tax, using revenues

to fund cutbacks in inducement, changing taxes such as income tax, or corporation

tax. This dual dividend character of a pollution tax is of central significance in

the political discussion regarding the resources of preserving a carbon agreement.

Industry will not allow any new tax. Politicians are reasonably worried about

announcing such taxes. However the commercial and public satisfactoriness of

such a tax is significantly improved if the tax is announced as portion of a bundle

of economically unbiased procedures. From a public perspective, the dual dividend

character is also essential.

The dual dividend character of a carbon tax could be exceptionally significant in

the international framework. Two comprehensive situations are probable. Either

different nations will be allowed to define their own procedures to attain the goal,

or some team spirit in the practice of policy mechanisms will be pursued. The

previous is more probable, in keeping with customary objections about nation-

wide independence. However the last has some fascinations in the framework of

either carbon taxes or tradable licenses. Some procedure will have to be set up for

encouraging at least the developing countries to enter into any agreement. How-

ever, limited countries are probably to make an agreement, keeping in view the

widespread use of fossil fuels and their important role in the development process.
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Logically, if the net benefits associated with the global warming are favorable,

they will then act in the desired manner. But this situation may be genuine only

for few countries. While for other countries the perception will be real or imagi-

nary in the sense that the costs are very high. Therefore, developed countries will

have to make some sort of side payments if the developing countries are likely to

participate in the agreement. Considered their rates of growth of energy use, their

collaboration is extremely significant especially within the first decade. A carbon

tax that is imposed internationally has the ability to increase revenues which could

be compensated on the basis of some standards of distinction. The views of such

an international tax are possibly distant, keeping in view the uncertainties which

state governments will have of any such new organization developing with revenue

raising authorities. The revenues of the new Global Environmental Facility at the

World Bank are unconnected to energy use and its payments are for preservation

investments in general, although it delivers an uncertain pattern. No state will

sacrifice independence to a new organization to increase such taxes, if carbon taxes

are sufficiently high to encourage behavioral change. If they are sufficiently low

to encourage the submission of independence, they will not have the preferred

inducement effects.

Environmental taxes have the ability to reduce compliance costs for industry, and

henceforth for consumers who will tolerate some percentage of the tax. This de-

crease in the cost outcome arises from the notion that a tax shared to all polluters

will lead to variable rates of reduction reflected by separate marginal costs of pol-

lution reduction. Consequently, Polluters with high marginal cost will not reduce

the cost rather than paying the tax, focusing reduction procedures in low cost

polluters. Ultimately, the inclusive effect, then, will be to minimize control costs

(Baumol and Oates, 1971, 1988). Models recommend that practice of taxes (or

tradable permits) can decrease compliance costs up to 50% or more (Tietenberg,

1990).

Carbon taxes work as a persistent inducement to employ ever cleaner technology

and energy preservation. Attempts have to be made to employ technology- based

standards, and consequently inspire technology shifts to the level that meet the
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criteria as suggested by the regulator. However, standards have to be constantly

revisited and be kept marginally above the standard technology that is being

exercised today; otherwise there will be no inducement for the polluter to move

beyond the standard. Conversely, a tax will always be present given that carbon

based fuels are used. According to evidence, it is suggested that this dynamic

productivity feature of environmental taxes is essential (Tietenberg, 1990). In the

framework of CO2, dynamic productivity takes on an additional aspect for the

reason that, as compared to, say, sulfur, CO2 is harder to dispense with even if it

is isolated from mass gases. Suggestions consist of adding the seized CO2 in gas

or oil fields, or to the vast ocean. Inducements to introduce disposal technologies

are thus of specific significance.

Carbon taxes can be effortlessly adapted as new information comes to knowledge.

In contrast, regulations are very hard to modify in an effortless fashion. Yet again,

the specific state of affairs of the greenhouse effect is pertinent here. We should

therefore pursue a policy mechanism competent of responding to continuous modi-

fications of data and science as the science is modifying quickly. The understanding

of the Montreal Protocol is pertinent here; the magnitude of the risk from chlo-

rofluorocarbons has been altered upwards a number of times. The international

community has changed the Protocol quite quickly; however alterations are eas-

ier for an agreement containing action by comparatively limited countries. For a

more comprehensive carbon treaty, the refinement of the policy mechanism will

be important.

The debate of Stern (2006) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) are two late milestone researches conducted so far that have made a up-

lifted feeling of mindfulness and concern over the outcomes of global warming.

While the subtle elements behind the investigation of the two analyses are dif-

ferent, however, the two reports arrive at similar fundamental results economic

growth in terms of fossil fuels in the form of CO2 emissions are the primary con-

tributor of global warming. If proper consideration is not given, the consistent

arrival of CO2 into the air will prompt disastrous results that will influence all

parts of society.
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Energy use in all structures is a noteworthy driver behind financial development

and booming of economic situation. As nations develop and show economic growth

their request for energy rises too. As indicated by the International Energy Agency

(2006), essential world interest for energy is anticipated to develop by half in the

vicinity of 2004 and 2030. The expense for meeting such increment is expected

to be approximately $20 trillion dollars. Since so much cash should be spent on

interest in energy framework in the coming years, this displays an open door to

extend the sustainable power source part.

The worldwide group has now come to a situation when future energy needs should

be adjusted with future financial and environmental requirements. Expanded

worry over issues identified with energy safety and a worldwide temperature alter-

ation recommends that in the coming days, there will be a more noteworthy de-

pendence on the utilization of sustainable power source. At present, inexhaustible

energy makes up a generally little part of the general energy combination in ma-

jority of nations.

While the present offer of sustainable power source in the contribution of energy

combination is reasonably minute, the utilization of sustainable power source has

been quickly growing the previous ten years. The expanded enthusiasm for sustain-

able power source is likewise being reflected in the investment group. The atmo-

sphere of investment, which considers future development desires, for sustainable

power source has never been improved. Though the factors behind various kinds of

non-sustainable power source utilization have been well examined, comparatively

little or no attention has been paid to the drivers behind sustainable power source

utilization. The objective for this study is to broaden the current energy utilization

literature to sustainable power source. A more profound knowledge of sustainable

energy utilization is critical for a few reasons. Firstly, expanded worry over issues

identified with energy protection and global warming proposes that in the coming

days there will be a more prominent dependence on the utilization of sustainable

power source. Second, a more profound knowledge of sustainable power source

utilization is essential inside the setting of the current literature considering the

connection between specialized effectiveness and sustainable power source.
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Many different empirical studies have investigated the impact of economic growth

on the environmental quality in different emerging countries and discussed the

various problems and arguments associated with that relationship in the litera-

ture. Similarly, our study also makes an attempt to examine this environmental

problem by studying the relationship between economic development and environ-

mental degradation, though spreading the debate to the global panel of countries

including the developing countries such as Pakistan. Pakistan and other develop-

ing countries are moving towards industrialization and the world is moving towards

global warming. We want to see the impact of business proxies on CO2 emission.

It is very important we humans want to live on this planet and we, Pakistanis

want to live in this area of the planet.

2.1 Theoretical Framework

2.1.1 Economic Development

In the context of economic development, the recent research conducted by Azom-

ahou et al. (2006) came with the notion that acknowledges a constant relationship

between CO2 emissions per capita and GDP per capita over time. In CO2 emission

forecasting, GDP rates should be used (Sun, 2006). But, other factors also describe

the economic development in addition to GDP rate. Among those variables, the

industry share is one of the main determinants of production and industrialized

actions. A sustainable energy bases are required for fast industrial development,

transportation systems and other infrastructure needs. The significance of trans-

formation in economic structure and consequently the industry significance are

well supported by the different researches conducted by Grossman and Krueger

(1991, 1995), Howarth et al., (1991), Torvanger (1991), Westbrook (1995), Hetti-

age et al. (1998), Suri and Chapman (1998), Panayotou (1998) and Talukdar &

Meisner (2001).

Moreover, Grossman and Krueger (1991 & 1995), Seldon and Song (1994), Holtz-

Eakin and Seldon (1995), Hettiage et al. (1998) and Panayotou (1998) claim that
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growth rate of population is the major factor in defining environmental degrada-

tion. As GDP growth rate increases, the size of population becomes twice and

higher per capita income results in an increased demand and, as a consequence,

an increased energy use. According to Hamilton and Turton (2002), population

growth and income per capita are considered the key determinants responsible for

the increase of environmental degradation in OECD countries.

The literature reveals a great deal of acknowledgment regarding the significance

of effect of FDI on environmental quality (Rock, 1996; Stern, 1998; Chua, 1999).

But, FDI effect on the environmental quality is under discussion. The evidence

suggested by Eskel and and Harrison (2003) slightly supports the pollution haven

hypothesis. Moreover, they identify overseas machineries are considerably higher

energy productive and consume safer kinds of energy as compared to local ma-

chineries. Moreover, Wang and Jin (2002) observed the same results while con-

ducting a research that examines pollution emissions of company level in most of

the Chinese companies. According to the suggestion of Liang (2006), the whole

impact of FDI can be advantageous to the environmental quality after finding

a negative relationship between FDI and CO2 emissions. This result supports

the logical reasoning that in emerging economies FDI can considerably to act as

subjective cause for developed, cleaner, and safer, environmental technologies. In

contrast, Kolstad and Xing (2002) mention a significant relationship between in-

ward FDI in US and the quantity of SO2 emissions locally in deeply polluted

productions.

2.1.2 Control Variables

At last, the discrete impacts of energy imports as well as exports were evaluated

with energy use through the decomposition of net energy imports. The main

reason was that energy imports play a role of dual-advantage effect on energy use

(Grossman & Kreuger, 1991; Shafik & Bhandopadhaya, 1992; Suri & Champman,

1998 and Chapman, 1999). If the goods are manufactured locally which utilize

high energy levels and are used to substitute the industrial goods then a rise in

energy imports will drop the energy use. Hence, the manufactured goods that are
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imported from abroad are when used for the replacement of the local production

would decline the energy use. On the other hand, if the capital intensive goods

production use energy imports it results in the growth of energy use and thus

making an addition to the current levels of production. Therefore, the final result

in the rise of energy imports can be both good and bad. In addition to, total

energy exports is also included due to the fact that developing economies are

mostly involved in the production of energy that are utilized for exports purposes

leading to increase of energy use.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Description

The current study aims to explore the relationship between economic growth and

the increase in environmental degradation in a global panel of countries. The

sample period is taken for a period starting from 1990 to 2016. Panel data of

global countries is taken from World Bank, UN Statistics and other sources.

3.2 Sample

We initially selected 260 countries across the world. But, there was a problem

with the data collection of some countries. Either the data was not available or

the data of most of the variables was missing. There were almost 100 countries

in the list that were facing this problem, so we removed those countries and thus

160 countries were left out. Moreover, in the first stage of our data collection,

we took 12 variables, but the data of the 4 variables was missing. So, we skipped

those variables. In the second stage, the data of the 40 countries was not available,

so we removed those 40 countries from the list and finally we were left with 120

countries and 8 variables.

42
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3.3 Econometric Methodology

This study measures the impact of economic growth on environmental degradation.

Thus, our empirical specification is defined as follows (Chousa et al., 2009):

CO2it = α+β1(∆GDPit)+β2(ISit)+β3(R&Dit)+β4(FDIit)+β5(EIit)+β6(ORit)+

β7(EUit) + Vi + εit

Where

CO2it = CO2 emission per capita in country i at time t

∆GDPit= the GDP per capita growth rate in country i at time t

ISit = the industry share as percentage of GDP in country i at time t

R&Dit = the gross domestic expenditure in research and development as percent-

age of GDP in country i at time t

These sets of variables are conforming the economic development. Moreover,

FDIit = the degree of foreign direct investment in country i at time t

EIit = defines the energy imports in country iat time t

ORit = the oil rents in country i at time t

EUit = the energy use in country i at time t are the control variables

i and it indicate the country specific random effect and random error term, respec-

tively.

CO2it = α + β1(∆GDPit) + β2(∆GDPit)
2 + β3(ISit) + β4(R&Dit) + β5(FDIit) +

β6(EIit) + β7(ORit) + β8(EUit) + Vi + εit

Where, the meanings of the factors are similar that for the main equation. We

just made an addition of square in Gross domestic product (GDP) for the validity

of inverted U-shaped relationship between CO2 and economic growth.

For data analyzes, following econometric approaches are used.

• Pooled OLS Regression Model

• The Fixed Effect Model
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• Random Effect Model

• Hausman’s Test

• Summary statistics approach

• Correlation Matrix approach

3.3.1 Pooled OLS Regression Model

Pooled OLS Regression Model basically explains the pooling of all observations

and finds the grand regression thereby overlooking the cross-section and time series

nature of the data, in any case the error term reflects the whole thing. This model

masks the heterogeneity or individual impact that exists between the variables

due to the combined pooling of all observations.

3.3.2 The Fixed Effect Model

The Fixed Effects Model may be the best choice when there are omitted variables

and these omitted variables have a correlation with the variables in the model,

thus this model will control omitted variable bias. The main idea behind the Fixed

Effect Model is that the omitted variable will have the same effect on the subject

at any point of time e.g. whether it is the time 1 or time 4 and so on; therefore the

effects of omitted variables will be constant or fixed. But, this concept will only

be true when the omitted variables have time-invariant values with time-invariant

effects.

The Fixed Effect Model controls all the dissimilarities between the individuals,

as the time related characteristics are omitted consequently the expected coef-

ficients of the fixed effects models cannot be biased. Stock and Watson (2003)

presented the idea that if the unnoticed variable does not vary over time then any

variations in the dependent variable should be as a result of impacts except the

fixed characteristics. A central assumption on which the fixed effect is based is

that time-invariant characteristics is individual specific and must not be correlated
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with other characteristics of person. Each individual is dissimilar hence there must

be no correlation of individuals error term and the constant with the others. The

fixed effect is not appropriate if there is correlation between the error terms.

3.3.3 Random Effect Model

A Random Effects Model is possibly better choice when there are no omitted

variables or when there are no correlation between the omitted variables and the

explanatory variables in the model. It will create unbiased estimations of the

coefficients, form the lowest standard errors and apply all the available data. There

is likelihood, however, that omitted variables will form to some extent little bias

in the estimations.

The logic behind Random Effects Model is that the entity-specific effect or changes

across individuals is supposed to be a random variable that is uncorrelated with

the predictor/explanatory variables. A benefit of random effects is that you can

include time invariant variables such as gender, as compare to fixed effect, where

the intercept absorbs all the time invariant variables. As there is no correlation

between the predictors and the entitys error term, consequently it permits time

invariant variables to play a role as explanatory variables.

3.3.4 Hausman’s Test

Hausmans Test is applied to find the inconsistencies in the Random Effect Model

by comparing the Fixed Effect Model with the Random Effect Model. On the basis

of Hausmans Test we will decide whether the Random Effects Model is appropriate

or the Fixed Effects Model.

3.3.5 Summary Statistics

Summary statistics explains the statistical behavior by using Mean, Median, min-

imum and maximum value in the data. For values in data, the values in Skewness,
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Kurtosis and variance along with Jarque-Bera are considered. Kurtosis represents

the flatness or peakness of the data and JarqueBera reports.

3.3.6 Correlation Matrix

Correlation matrix basically tells us about correlation among the independent

variables. It may be positive, negative or not correlated. Higher correlation may

leads to multi colinarity in the data.



Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Summary Statistics

The statistical behavior of the data is explained by using summary statistics.

Table 4.1: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std.Dev. Min Max Obs
CO2 overall 5.557186 7.08416 0.0107325 70.13564 N = 2963

Between 6.940759 0.0304335 52.99044 n = 120
Within 1.582249 -22.71952 22.70239 T = 24.6917

FDI overall 4.546216 15.4371 -58.32288 451.7155 N = 3076
Between 7.433651 0.1636103 68.0703 n = 119

Within 13.63735 -91.00765 388.1915 T = 25.8487
GDP overall 2.076623 5.320674 -64.99631 53.94384 N = 3174

Between 1.628537 -2.156759 8.789274 n = 120
Within 5.069788 -68.83645 50.1037 T = 26.45

IS overall 31.2501 13.0773 2.594866 213.6904 N = 2902
Between 1.628537 -2.156759 8.789274 n = 120

Within 5.069788 -68.83645 50.1037 T = 26.45
R&D overall 1.054664 0.9673128 0.00544 4.40546 N = 1369

Between 0.8796651 0.0237833 3.87622 n = 105
Within 0.2245208 -0.223066 2.372411 T = 13.0381

EI overall -35.84174 193.343 -1942.003 100 N = 2946
Between 184.911 -1147.898 99.77144 n = 117

Within 59.52247 -829.9472 647.4972 T = 25.1795
Log (EU) overall 7.278639 1.043405 4.749074 9.996952 N = 2953

Between 1.032339 5.042617 9.773055 n = 119
Within 0.165768 5.392564 8.346945 T = 24.8151

Log (OR) overall -0.4965514 3.000967 -10.9164 4.163669 N = 2044
Between 3.1535 -9.765736 3.721008 n = 86

Within 0.6833386 -4.158865 2.971339 T = 23.7674

47
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Table 4.1 reports the results of summary statistics of annual CO2 emissions and

Economic Development Indicators by using mean, standard deviation, minimum

and maximum values during the period 1990 to 2016.

4.2 Correlation Matrix

Table 4.2 reports the results of correlation analysis among the Economic Develop-

ment indicators. Table 4.2 shows the correlation among the FDI, GDP growth rate,

Table 4.2: Correlation Matrix

FDI GDP (GDP)2 IS R&D EI log
(EU)

log
(Oil
Rents)

FDI 1
GDP 0.2314 1
(GDP)20.239 0.57 1
IS 0.0656 0.2495 0.301 1
R&D -0.1046 -0.2122 -0.1678 -0.3268 1
EI -0.0396 -0.0015 -0.0531 -0.5236 0.2124 1
Log
(EU)

0.0174 -0.1894 -0.0747 0.055 0.5763 -0.1087 1

Log
(Oil
Rents)

0.0841 0.1589 0.177 0.4823 -0.5325 -0.5632 -0.22 1

IS (Industry Share), R&D (Research and Development), EI (Energy Imports), EU

(Energy Use) and Oil rents. Some variables are positively correlated while others

are negatively correlated. The above table shows that there is a correlation of

23% between GDP and FDI. Similarly, IS (Industry Share) is positively correlated

with FDI and GDP at 6%, and 24% respectively. Moreover, R&D is negatively

correlated with FDI, GDP and IS at 10%, 21% and 32% respectively. Also, EI is

negatively correlated with FDI, GDP and IS at 3%, 0.01% and 52%respectively

but positively correlated with R&D at 21%. Also, EU is positively correlated with

FDI, IS and R&D at 1%, 5% and 57% respectively but negatively correlated with

GDP and EI at 18% and 10% respectively. While Oil rents is positively correlated

with FDI, GDP and IS at 8%, 15% 48% respectively, but negatively correlated

with R&D, EI and EU at 53%, 56% and 22% respectively.
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4.3 Pooled OLS Model vs The Fixed Effect Model

vs Random Effect Model

The comparison between the Pooled OLS Regression Model, The Fixed Effect

Model and the Random Effect Model is shown in table 4.3. According to the

Hausman’s Test we will use the Fixed Effect Model because its results are consis-

tent under null hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (Ha) as shown in table

4.4.

Table 4.3: Results of per capita CO2 equation function

GLOBAL PANEL
VARIABLES Pooled OLS Fixed Effect Random

Effect
Model Model Model

FDI Stock 0.000209 0.00262 0.00254
-0.0122 (0.00608 -0.00607

GDP Growth Rate -0.00644 0.0149* 0.0133
-0.025 -0.00818 -0.0083

GDP Growth Rate Squared -0.00325* -0.000698 -
0.000742

-0.00181 -0.000551 -
0.000558

Industry Share in GDP 0.0427*** 0.00659 0.0102
-0.0113 -0.0227 -0.0228

R&D Expenditure 0.133 -0.651* -0.677**
-0.123 -0.334 -0.327

Energy Imports -0.00111 -0.000874 -
0.000947

-0.000772 -0.00252 -0.00247
Log (Energy Use) 5.000*** 6.606*** 6.547***

-0.128 -0.847 -0.74
Log (Oil Rents) 0.112*** -0.0831* -0.0653

-0.0378 -0.0474 -0.0466
Constant -32.74*** -43.37*** -

42.13***
-0.899 -6.196 -5.32

Observations 899 899 899
R-squared 0.763 0.618
Number of Country 70 70
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4.3.1 Empirical results

In this section, we present the empirical results and estimates of per capita CO2

emissions equation function across the countries. First, we deliberate the results

by pooling all observations and estimating the grand regression for CO2 emission

versus FDI, Industry Share, Research and Development (R&D), Energy Imports,

Energy use and Oil rents variables in the Pooled OLS Regression Model (as shown

in table 4.3; model 1). After that we illustrate the correlation between the omitted

variables and the explanatory variables in the model by applying the Fixed Effect

Model (see table 4.3; model 2). Then we discuss the entity-specific effect or changes

across individuals with a random variable that is uncorrelated with the explanatory

variables by using Random Effect Model.

The empirical results of Fixed Effect Model and Random Effect Model indicate

that GDP growth rate, R&D expenditure, Energy use and Oil rents are signifi-

cantly associated with CO2 emissions. The GDP growth rate has significant and

positive impact on per capita CO2 emissions. It means when there is a rise of 1%

in GDP growth rate then there will be an increase of 0.01% in CO2 emissions.

Similarly every 1% increase in energy use will bring about an increase of 6.6% in

CO2 emissions. It was also found that 1% increase in Research and Development

expenditure results in decrease of 0.6% in CO2 emissions. It means that when

there is higher degree of Research & Development expenditure, there will be lower

levels of per capita CO2 emissions, which suggests that higher levels of Research

and Development expenditure improve the environmental quality. The statisti-

cal significance as well as interpretation of these findings stay sun changed in the

Fixed Effect Model as well as Random Effect Model as shown in table 4.3.

There has been a great deal of debate regarding the relationship of FDI inflows

and environmental quality. Some researchers suggest that FDI entries result in

the increase of environmental degradation (Jorgenson, 2007; Ren et al., 2014;

Kivyiro & Arminen, 2014). While other studies indicate that increase in FDI

inflows lead to decrease in per capita CO2 emissions (List and Co, 2000; He,

2002; Soysa & Neumayer, 2004 and Liang, 2006). However, our results show no

significant relationship between FDI inflows and environmental quality. These
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findings are consistent with Linh and Lin (2015), Atici (2011), Mutafoglu (2012),

Aminu (2005), Hoffmann et al. (2005) and Blanco, Gonzalez & Ruiz (2013) who

also confirm that inward FDI has insignificant impact on per capita CO2 emissions.

After analyzing the energy use control variables, we find that higher levels of per

capita CO2 emissions are associated with higher levels in energy use. The net

energy imports show a positive relationship with per capita CO2 emissions. The

main reason is that higher energy imports become more concentrated in most

of the developing countries of the world. It is statistically significant at 95%

confidence interval. Moreover, we find that if there is 1% increase in Oil rents,

there will be 0.08% decrease in per capita CO2 emissions (see model 2, table 4.3).

It means that when Oil rents increases it will bring about decrease in per capita

CO2 emissions. The industrialized countries consume more than 70% of oil use in

the world annually.

Moreover, the relationship between GDP growth rate squared and per capita CO2

emissions is statistically insignificant. These results are not aligned with the EKC

theory which shows that as a country develops, the levels of pollution first rises,

but when the increasing income reaches to a point of saturation, the level of

pollution starts to decrease. Our results are not consistent with Kraft and Kraft

(1978), Grossman and Krueger (1992 and 1995) who suggested reversed U-shaped

association between the size of income and pollution. Therefore, when a country

develops in terms of research and development, it leads to the improvement of

energy associated efficiencies and this ultimately decreases the levels of energy use

and thus decline CO2 emissions (see table 4.3). These findings suggest that there

is a further need to improve the degree of economic development across the world

with an effort to decrease CO2 emissions and thus to attain lower environmental

degradation.
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4.4 Hausman’s Test

Table 4.4: Hausman’s Test

Coefficients

VARIABLES Fixed Effect Random Effect Difference
√
diaq(V b− V B)

Model Model (b - B) SE
(b) (B)

FDI Stock 0.002625 0.0025421 0.0000829 ——
GDP 0.0149286 0.0133298 0.0015987 ——
GDP Squared -0.0006976 -0.0007418 0.0000442 ——
Industry Share 0.0065917 0.0101895 -0.0035978 0.0007916
R&D -0.6507857 -0.6774696 0.0266839 0.014399
Energy Imports -0.0008739 -0.0009473 0.0000733 0.0000957
Log (Energy Use) 6.605556 6.546946 0.0586096 0.0692193
Log (Oil Rents) -0.0831318 -0.065282 -0.0178498 0.0074829

b = consistent under Ho and Ha : obtained from xtreg

B = inconsistent under Ha , efficient under Ho : obtained from xtreg

Test: Ho: difference in coefficients not systematic

chi 2 (8) = (b-B) , [ ( Vb - VB) (̂-1) ] (b-B)

= 22.91

Prob¿ chi 2 = 0.0035

(Vb-VB is not positive definite)

According to the Hausmans Test we will use the Fixed Effect Model as shown in

table 4.4.



Chapter 5

Conclusion & Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

Despite the fact that majority of empirical studies have given considerations to the

effect of economic development on the performance of the environment, similarly

this study also made an attempt to highlight the effect of economic development on

the quality of environment. We studied the global panel of countries and test these

countries for the impact of increasing levels of economic development on rising CO2

per capita emissions. Energy use and energy imports as well as oil rents are used

as control variables. Our study makes an effort to bring about the econometric

weaknesses of the Environmental Kuznets Curves (EKC) theory presented by Stern

in 2004. However, our results are not consistent with the Environmental Kuznets

Curve (EKC) theory that shows that as the level of economic growth rises beyond

a threshold, economic development results in lower environmental degradation.

Our results show that there is no significant relationship between FDI and CO2

emissions. Some researches demonstrate that FDI inflows prompt an expansion in

CO2 emissions. While others admit that FDI inflow results in the decline of CO2

emissions. However, our findings show an insignificant impact of FDI inflow on the

environmental quality which is supported by the recent vision of researchers who

proposes that inward FDI has no effect on CO2 emissions. For instance, Perkins
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and Neumayer (2009) observed that FDI inflows have no impact on CO2 produc-

tivity. Hoffmann et al. (2005) found that no causal connection between FDI and

CO2 emissions exists in high income nations. Atici (2011) inferred that FDI has

no effect on CO2 emissions. Lee (2013) researched commitments of internal FDI

to CO2 emissions utilizing the panel data of 19 countries of the G20. The findings

demonstrated that FDI inflows are insignificantly related with CO2 emissions.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the empirical results, there are some important policy recommendations.

• There is a strong need to implement strategies focused on to invite rising

degrees of research and development-based foreign direct investment.

• A great deal of research is needed to study the relationship between FDI

inflows and CO2 emissions in more detail.

• Introducing global price for oil consumption will increase the oil rents glob-

ally and consequently it will not only decrease the CO2 emissions to some

extent but will also address the issues about the likely impact of effectiveness

of global environmental degradation policies. Highlighting these problems

may result in growing energy efficiencies and hence reduce the environmen-

tal degradation.
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